
MY FAVORITE PAINTER

Jun 28, My favorite painter is Van Gogh. I know, boring, unoriginal, but I truly did fall in love with his painting on first
sight. I love art and art galleries.

They painted the entire inside of my home and completed the work ahead of schedule. Diego was very prompt
in giving us an estimate and the job was complete within a week. One of the most enduringly successful
Abstract Expressionists, and probably the most famous woman associated with the New York School, Joan
Mitchell stood apart from her contemporaries for more reasons than just her fiery personality. Very impressed
with the quality of work. The paint job was fantastic and now our nursery and guest bathroom look amazing!
They even did a repair that I didn't know it needed and didn't charge me for. It was nice to come home to see
tremendous progress each day. Diego came and gave me an estimate after measuring. Diego and his team were
very prompt, polite and did an excellent job. My "favorite"!!! Very professional and the ceilings look great!
Diego and his folks did a fantastic job staining my deck! Diego is nothing if not totally professional and
responsive in his business dealings and will make sure that you are fully satisfied with the job before he is
done. Diego was extremely professional and a pleasure to work with. Our house was halfway painted when we
decided to move across the country and we needed someone to help us quickly. Friendly, efficient, and
excellent work! This company stands out as the first in a long time to impress us at every turn. Based on
landscape imagery and flowers, her large-scale paintings investigate the potential of big, aggressive
brushstrokes and vivid color to convey emotion. Great customer service and work. Diego and the crew were
easy to talk to during the planning and very responsive throughout the process. The crew was really polite a
professional. I could not have chosen a better company. They replaced all the decaying siding as well. We are
currently remodeling the upstairs and hired Diego and his team to remove the "popcorn". My Favorite Painters
did a wonderful job! Diego and his crew are true professionals, neat and trustworthy. Their work was excellent
and they were courteous and professional. While artists like Jackson Pollock and Franz Kline were exploring
an abstraction founded purely in gesture and the human psyche, Mitchell based her paintings on nature,
translating it physically and emotionally through her vigorous and lively, though never haphazard, brushwork.
My Favorite Painters has a been a regular resource for me personally and for my clients.


